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[1] In the high‐latitude regions of Saturn, the ionosphere is strongly coupled to the
magnetosphere through the exchange of energy. The influx of energetic particles from
Saturn’s magnetosphere enhances the ionospheric densities and temperatures, affects the
electrodynamical properties of the ionosphere, and contributes to the heating of the
thermosphere. It is therefore critical to accurately model the energy deposition of these
magnetospheric particles in the upper atmosphere in order to evaluate key ionospheric
quantities of the coupled magnetosphere‐ionosphere system. We present comprehensive
results of ionospheric calculations in the auroral regions of Saturn using our Saturn
Thermosphere‐Ionosphere Model (STIM). We focus on solar minimum conditions during
equinox. The atmospheric conditions are derived from the STIM 3‐D General Circulation
Model. The ionospheric component is self‐consistently coupled to the solar and auroral
energy deposition component. The precipitating electrons are assumed to have a
Maxwellian distribution in energy with a mean energy Em and an energy flux Q0. In the
presence of hard electron precipitation (1 < Em ≤ 20 keV) with Q0 > 0.04 mW m−2,
the ionospheric conductances are found to be proportional to the square root of the energy
flux, but the response of the ionosphere is not instantaneous and a time delay needs
to be applied to Q0 when estimating the conductances. In the presence of soft electron
precipitation (Em < 500 eV) with Q0 ≤ 0.2 mW m−2, the ionospheric conductances at
noon are found to be primarily driven by the Sun. However, soft auroral electrons
are efficient at increasing the ionospheric total electron content and at heating the thermal
electron population.
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1. Introduction
[2] Like all giant planets in the Solar System, Saturn is
known to have an upper neutral atmosphere far hotter than
what is expected from solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
heating alone. While the measured exospheric temperatures
on Saturn are close to 500 K over the full latitude range
(R. Vervack and J. Moses, submitted manuscript, 2011),
solar heating alone induces an exospheric temperature near
180 K [Yelle and Miller, 2004;Müller‐Wodarg et al., 2006].
A major, additional source of energy originates in the high‐
latitude regions, where magnetospheric currents can deposit
globally several tens of TW, more than 50 times the absorbed
solar EUV value, as thermal energy, primarily via Joule heat-
ing [Cowley et al., 2004a]. The assessment of Joule heating,
plasma flows, and current system at high latitudes, all requires
the knowledge of the ionospheric state, and in particular
electrical conductances in the auroral regions [e.g., Cowley
et al., 2004b, 2008].
[3] Energetic particles, primarily electrons, coming from
the magnetosphere and affecting the ionospheric state induce
spectacular auroral emissions. Such signatures have been
extensively observed at Saturn in the EUV and the far ultra-
violet (FUV) emitted by H and H2, in the infrared (IR) emitted
by H3
+, in the kilometric radio range, and on the nightside in
the visible (e.g., Ha), as summarized in a recent review by
Kurth et al. [2009]. Only an upper limit has been derived so
far for auroral emissions in the X‐rays [Hui et al., 2010].
[4] Several key features have emerged from these obser-
vations. The most intense electron precipitation occurs over
a very narrow oval with a median latitudinal width varying
from 1.5° at dawn and dusk to 3.5° at noon; though its pole-
ward and equatorward boundaries are highly variable, the
oval is typically located between 70° and 85° latitude [Badman
et al., 2006]. An asymmetry between the southern and the
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northern hemispheres has also been recently reported by
Nichols et al. [2009]. The brightness of the main oval varies
with local time, with the most intense regions in the dawn
and prenoon sectors [e.g.,Cowley et al., 2004a;Grodent et al.,
2005; Lamy et al., 2009]. There are however exceptions,
as pointed out by Stallard et al. [2008a], who reported an
unusual dusk‐brightening event seen in the IR. The main
auroral oval is also suggested to map to the upward current
layer at the boundary between the open and closed magnetic
field lines [e.g., Cowley et al., 2004a; Jackman and Cowley,
2006]. Though this finding is similar to what is seen at Earth,
the processes involved are different [e.g., Clarke et al., 2005].
Instead of the terrestrial onset brightening observed near
midnight during magnetic storms, Saturn’s auroral emissions
intensified in the dawn sector, as seen after shock‐triggered
events [e.g., Prangé et al., 2004]. Saturn’s oval is also
sensitive to the solar wind dynamic pressure, whose varia-
tions affect both the size of the main oval as well as its
brightening [Clarke et al., 2005]. While at Jupiter the main
oval is driven internally through the breaking from coro-
tation [Cowley and Bunce, 2001], at Saturn such a process
does not seem to be as efficient, in part due to the absence
of a plasma source as strong as Io. Though weaker, this
process however seems to be responsible for the auroral
emissions, 25% as bright as the main oval, observed near
60° latitude in the IR and most likely caused by mass loading
from the torus of Enceladus [Stallard et al., 2008b, 2010].
Diffuse, weaker auroral emissions in the ultraviolet have
also been observed equatorward of the main oval, centered
on 67°S latitude over 7° and associated with softer electrons
(< keV) than those responsible for the main oval (> keV)
[Pryor et al., 2009; Grodent et al., 2010].
[5] While numerous modeling studies of the deposition of
auroral energetic particles and the consecutive response of
the ionosphere have been undertaken at Jupiter [e.g., Waite
et al., 1983; Régo et al., 1994; Perry et al., 1999; Grodent
et al., 2001; Millward et al., 2002; Hiraki and Tao, 2008;
Menager et al., 2010], only a few dedicated studies have yet
been published at Saturn. There are studies fromWaite [1981]
and Gérard and Singh [1982], which are based on nonre-
alistic thermospheric conditions, as known now, and studies
focusing on auroral emissions with the electron energy depo-
sition modeled in a pure H2 atmosphere [e.g., Gustin et al.,
2009].
[6] We have undertaken a comprehensive assessment of
plasma processes in the auroral ionosphere of Saturn. For that
purpose, we have used our Saturn Thermosphere‐Ionosphere
Model (STIM), whose components are described in section 2.
In section 3, we describe the input parameters used for
the simulations. We next discuss the thermospheric condi-
tions and pressure‐altitude conversion in the auroral regions
(section 4). Two auroral electron cases, soft and hard, are
selected and compared in terms of energy deposition
(section 5) and in terms of ionospheric response (section 6).
A third case which includes only solar illumination is used
as a reference. Results are discussed in section 7.
2. Model
[7] In order to assess the ionospheric conditions in the
auroral regions of Saturn, we have used our STIM model to
which we have recently added a self‐consistent calculation
of the auroral forcing. The 3‐D thermosphere‐ionosphere
module solves the continuity, momentum, and energy equa-
tions for the atmospheric neutral species [Müller‐Wodarg
et al., 2006] and for the thermal ion species [Moore et al.,
2004, 2008, 2009]. The thermosphere and ionosphere are
fully coupled dynamically through collisions between ions
and neutrals. The high‐latitude forcing is fully self‐consistent.
The Joule heating is explicitly calculated from the electrical
conductances affected by solar illumination and auroral
electron precipitation. The 3‐D model resolution is 2° in
latitude and 10° in longitude.
[8] The 1D energy deposition module, validated for auroral
electrons at a giant planet in Appendix A, describes the
absorption of solar photons by solving the Lambert‐Beer
Law and the transport, energy degradation, and angular redis-
tribution of suprathermal electrons by solving the Boltzmann
equation [Moore et al., 2008, 2009; Galand et al., 2009]. The
suprathermal electron population includes the photoelec-
trons produced through photoionization, the auroral electrons
precipitating from Saturn’s magnetosphere, and the second-
ary electrons produced via ionization of the neutral atmo-
spheric species by any suprathermal electrons. The coupling
between the ionospheric and the energy deposition modules
is based on the exchange of thermal electron density and
temperature, ion production rates, and thermal electron heat-
ing rates [Moore et al., 2008].
3. Input Parameters Used
[9] All the simulations whose results are presented in
sections 4, 5, and 6 were performed for equinox and solar
minimum conditions, which are representative of the con-
ditions encountered by the Cassini spacecraft at Saturn in
2009. The latitude is set to 78°S. This corresponds to a
magnetic dip angle of 82° and a solar zenith angle (SZA) of
78° at noon during equinox.
[10] The solar flux at the top of the atmosphere is based on
measurements by the Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere
Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED)/Solar EUV Experiment
(SEE) extrapolated to Saturn for May 15, 2008 [Woods
et al., 2000, 2005; Woods, 2008; Galand et al., 2009]. It
is associated with an ionizing energy flux in the soft X‐ray
and EUV range (up to 98 nm corresponding to the ionization
threshold of CH4) of 3.06 × 10
−2 mW m−2. For a solar zenith
angle of 78° (noon), 22% of this radiation is absorbed along
the local vertical. This modest percentage is due to the large
SZA considered and, therefore, the strong atmospheric
absorption of the solar flux before reaching the atmospheric
vertical column of interest.
[11] In order to assess the ionospheric response to electron
precipitation, two cases are considered, one associated with
hard electrons with a mean energy, Em, of 10 keV and one
associated with soft electrons with Em of 500 eV. The energy
distribution of the incident auroral electrons is assumed to
be Maxwellian. The hard energy value is consistent with
those observed in the main auroral oval and derived from the
analysis of ultraviolet auroral observations from Voyager/
ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) (10 keV and less [Sandel et al.,
1982]) and from Hubble Space Telescope (HST) (12 keV ±
3 keV [Gérard et al., 2004], 5–30 keV [Gérard et al., 2009],
10–18 keV [Gustin et al., 2009]). It is also consistent with
Cassini/CAPS electron observations providing mean ener-
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gies in the 6–9 keV range and associated with a source
region of Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR) on the nightside
[Lamy et al., 2010]. These latter values provide however
a lower limit as the electrons most likely undergo acceler-
ation before reaching the ionosphere. The mean energy
value for the soft electron precipitation is consistent with
diffuse aurora observed by Cassini/UVIS and extending
equatorward of the main oval with energies estimated to
range between 400 and 800 eV [Pryor et al., 2009]. The
softness of the precipitation is confirmed by the analysis of
HST/STIS FUV H2 emissions which did not suffer any
significant methane absorption [Grodent et al., 2010].
[12] The energy flux of the precipitating electrons, Q0,
defined over the downward hemisphere is given in mW m−2
by:
Q0 ¼ 2
Z Emax
Emin
Z 0
1
Ie ztop;E; 
 
E  dE d ð1Þ
where Ie is the suprathermal electron intensity in cm
−2 s−1
erg−1 sr−1, ztop, the altitude of the top of the atmosphere,
here taken equal to 2650 km (4 × 10−9 mbar), E, the energy
of the suprathermal electrons, and m, the cosine of their pitch
angle. For auroral electron precipitation assumed to be iso-
tropic over the downward hemisphere, which is the case
here, the right side of relation (1) reduces to p
R Emax
Emin
Ie(ztop, E)
E dE. Q0 is assumed to be constant, equal to 0.2 mW m
−2,
over all local times. This corresponds to twice the total solar
incident energy flux. The value chosen for Q0 is consistent
with values in the dusk, afternoon, and premidnight sector
derived from UV analysis of auroral images [e.g., Cowley
et al., 2004a].
[13] Overall it is representative of very quiet conditions in
the auroral oval. Indeed, typical auroral brightnesses observed
in the H2 Lyman and Werner bands range from a few kR to
15 kR during quiet conditions [e.g., Gérard et al., 2004;
Grodent et al., 2005; Gustin et al., 2009]. Assuming that
auroral electrons with Q0 of 1 mW m
−2 generate a 10 kR H2
brightness in the Lyman and Werner bands [e.g., Gérard
and Singh, 1982; Waite et al., 1983; Grodent et al., 2001],
these values translate to an incident energy flux Q0 between
a few tenths of mW m−2 to 1.5 mW m−2.
[14] All results presented in sections 5 and 6 have been
obtained from runs in which the ionospheric and the energy
deposition modules were self‐consistently coupled over a
full Saturn day (see section 2). The default time step of the
coupling is 10 Saturn minutes, that is, 4 Earth min 26 s (with
1 Saturn minute defined as 1 minute of a 24 h Saturn day
and corresponding to 26.6 “Earth” seconds for a rotation
period for Saturn of 10 h 39 min (±8 min) [Anderson and
Schubert, 2007; Gurnett et al., 2005; Zarka et al., 2007;
Helled et al., 2009; Read et al., 2009]). The magnetic field
configuration is taken from the Saturn Pioneer Voyager model
[Davis and Smith, 1990], which provides a sufficient accu-
racy for the current purpose. It should be noted that no water
is considered in the ionospheric auroral simulations. At low
latitudes, water plays an important role where it provides a
loss mechanism for the ionosphere [e.g., Connerney and
Waite, 1984; Moses and Bass, 2000; Moore and Mendillo,
2007; Moore et al., 2006, 2010].
[15] The effective reaction rate k1* for charge exchange
between H+ and vibrationally excited H2 is given by:
k1* ¼ k1 H2   4ð Þ½ H2½  cm
3 s1
  ð2Þ
with k1, the actual reaction rate taken to be 10
−9 cm3 s−1
[Huestis, 2008]. The fraction of vibrationnally excited H2
density, [H2(n ≥ 4)]/[H2], is assumed to be twice that pro-
posed by Moses and Bass [2000], as in the auroral region a
larger fraction of excited H2 is expected, as discussed in
section 7.5. The interpolation is done on the pressure grid.
The effective H2 vibrational reaction rate k1* is equal to 9.5 ×
10−20 cm3 s−1 at 600 km to 7.33 × 10−14 cm3 s−1 at 2700 km.
[16] The thermospheric density and temperature profiles
used as input of the ionospheric and energy deposition
modules are derived from the full 3‐D STIM model for each
local time considered. They are discussed in section 4.
4. Thermospheric Conditions at Saturn
[17] In the 3‐D STIM model from which the thermo-
spheric conditions are extracted, the auroral oval is repre-
sented by a sharp gaussian, covering primarily one 2° bin in
latitude, centered around 78° in the northern and southern
hemispheres, in agreement with the location of the open‐
close magnetic field line boundary [Cowley et al., 2004a].
[18] The energy distribution of the auroral electrons is a
Maxwellian distribution with a mean energy of 10 keV. The
external magnetospheric electric field assumed is based on
the one proposed by Cowley et al. [2004a]. It is pointing
equatorward and is assumed to be constant with local time
and longitude.
[19] The thermospheric densities and temperature extrac-
ted at a latitude of 78°S at 12 LT at equinox during solar min-
imum conditions (see section 3) are presented in Figure 1.
Though the quantities are plotted for noon, no significant
Figure 1. Neutral atmospheric (a) density and (b) tempera-
ture profiles in altitude resulting from the 3‐D neutral STIM
model at 78°S latitude at equinox (Texo = 510 K) (solid lines).
The reference profiles (Texo = 420 K) derived by Moses et al.
[2000] are shown as dashed lines.
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local time dependence is found, which is explained by the
fast rotation of the planet. The exospheric temperature, Texo,
is strongly correlated with the amount of Joule heating
present in the high‐latitude regions. The electron energy flux
and convection electric field, which drive the Joule heating, are
chosen such that the derived value for Texo is in agreement
with observations from UV occultations.
[20] Recently, Vervack and Moses (manuscript in prepa-
ration, 2011) reanalyzed the Voyager UVS occultations and
found observed values near 500 K for Texo over the full
latitude range. The value of 510 K derived from the present
STIM run (see Figure 1b) is consistent with the result of this
latest analysis. It was obtained by reducing the electric field
of Cowley et al. [2004a] by 60% (giving a peak electric field
strength of 4 mV m−1) and by assuming an energy flux of
the auroral electrons equal to 0.2 mW m−2. Further simu-
lations have shown that any combination of auroral electron
fluxes and electric field strength that yields the same exo-
spheric temperatures produce similar thermospheric density
profiles. For instance, doubling the energy flux and reducing
consequently the electric field for reaching an exospheric
temperature of 510 K change the mixing ratios for H and He
by less than 1%. The choice of electric field affects neutral
dynamics, via ion acceleration and ion‐neutral drag, and this
in turn affects vertical winds and composition, but the
ultimate effect on mixing ratios is minor. The derived
atmospheric profiles presented in Figure 1 thus represent a
valid choice for assessing the auroral energy deposition.
[21] For reference, the midlatitude atmospheric model of
Moses et al. [2000], widely used by the community at high
latitudes [e.g., Gérard et al., 2004; Gustin et al., 2009] is
shown as dashed lines in Figure 1. The associated exospheric
temperature of 420 K was derived by Smith et al. [1983] from
the analysis of the Voyager 2 UVS solar ingress occultation.
It should be noted that the recent reanalysis of this occul-
tation by Vervack and Moses (manuscript in preparation,
2011) yields a revised exospheric temperature value of 480 K.
Plotted as a function of pressure, the H2 density obtained for
Texo = 510 K is very close to the 420 K reference model.
The same applies to the minor species He and CH4 at high
pressures above 3 × 10−5 mbar, keeping in mind that the
mixing ratios assumed for these species at the lower boundary
in the STIM model are those from Moses et al. [2000]. At
lower pressure, large differences in the H and He densities
are clearly apparent between the STIM profiles and the
reference profiles. Such differences are primarily due to
global dynamics.
[22] Because of the difference in temperature profiles
between the 510 K STIM (solid line) and the 420 K refer-
ence (dashed line) atmospheric models (see Figure 1b), the
conversion from pressure to altitude is similar at pressures
larger than 2 × 10−5 mbar, but significantly different at pres-
sures smaller than 2 × 10−5 mbar, as illustrated in Figure 2a.
For instance, on the one hand, 10 keV auroral electrons pen-
etrate deeply into the atmosphere to an altitude of 790 km
(triangle in Figure 2a) corresponding to an H2 column density
of 3 × 1019 cm−2 (triangle in Figure 2b) and have a pene-
tration altitude largely insensitive to the atmospheric models.
On the other hand, for 500 eV electrons there is a difference
of 208 km between the high‐latitude STIM (stars) and the
midlatitude reference (circles) models. Therefore, the con-
version between the penetration altitude of auroral electrons
and the mean energy of the auroral electrons using alter-
native atmospheric models needs to be taken with caution
when focusing on soft electron precipitation.
5. Energy Deposition of Auroral Electrons
[23] The energy sources considered include hard and soft
auroral electron precipitations and solar radiation under solar
minimum conditions (see section 3). The energy flux carried
by photoelectrons (3.8 × 10−3 mW m−2 for a SZA of 78°)
represents 56% of the total ionizing solar radiation absorbed
in the atmosphere (6.8 × 10−3 mW m−2 for a SZA of 78°).
This value is consistent with the value of 47% found at
Jupiter [Waite et al., 1983]. The rest of the absorbed solar
energy is used for ionizing atmospheric species and, to a
much lesser extent, exciting and dissociating molecules.
[24] Figures 3a and 3b show the profiles of the electron pro-
duction rate and the electron heating rate at noon (78° SZA).
[25] The rates for the soft and the hard cases are shown
with solid lines and dashed lines, respectively, and include
both the auroral and solar contribution through electron
Figure 2. (a) Pressure versus altitude derived from the 3‐D
STIM atmospheric profile (Texo = 510 K) (solid line) and
from the reference profile by Moses et al. [2000] (Texo =
420 K) (dashed line). (b) Same as Figure 2a but for the H2
column density above. The markers correspond to the pres-
sure and H2 column density at the altitude of maximum
energy deposition for Em = 10 keV (triangle) using the STIM
atmosphere and for Em = 500 eV using the 78°S STIM
atmosphere (star) and reference atmosphere (circle). For visi-
bility reasons, the case of 10 keV using the reference atmo-
sphere has not been plotted as it overlaps with the 10 keV
case using the STIM atmosphere. The transport of auroral
electrons and the column density valid along the path were
calculated for the dip angle at 78°S, i.e., 82°. The reference
altitude is taken to be the 1 bar level, and the top of the
atmosphere is taken at a pressure of 4.4 × 10−9 mbar.
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impact. The rates produced by photoelectrons alone are
shown as dash‐dotted line. The primary electron production
rate associated with photoionization (dotted line) is also
shown in Figure 3a for reference. The thermospheric condi-
tions used are described in section 4. The altitude of deposi-
tion of 500 eV electrons is near 1600 km (5 × 10−7 mbar),
close to the region of deposition of solar HeII (30.4 nm)
which drives the main peak of the primary electron pro-
duction rate. When present, soft auroral electrons are the
dominant ionization and thermal electron heating source in
this region. Photoelectrons and their secondaries produce
a secondary peak in electron production at lower altitudes,
near 800 km (8 × 10−5 mbar), where soft X‐rays deposit
their energy [Galand et al., 2009]. This peak is not affected
by the presence of soft auroral electrons. However, hard
auroral electrons, when present, also deposit their energy
near 800 km (8 × 10−5 mbar) and become the dominant
source of ionization and thermal electron heating in this
region.
[26] Suprathermal electrons lose energy through collisions
with atmospheric neutrals yielding ionization, excitation,
and dissociation. At low energies, typically below a few eV,
Figure 3. (a) Secondary electron production rates from STIM calculations at 78°S latitude, at noon
(SZA = 78°), at equinox, during solar minimum, for the soft electron case [auroral electrons (Em =
500 eV, Q0 = 0.2 mW m
−2) + photoelectrons] (solid line), the hard electron case [auroral electrons
(Em = 10 keV, Q0 = 0.2 mW m
−2) + photoelectrons] (dashed line), and solar illumination alone (photo-
electrons) (dash‐dotted line). The energy distribution of the incident auroral electrons is a Maxwellian.
The primary electron production due to photoionization by solar photons is plotted with dotted line.
(b) Same as Figure 3a but for the thermal electron heating rate. (c) Same as Figure 3a but for electron
density. The dash‐dotted line represents the electron density derived from solar illumination alone taking
into account both photo‐ and electron‐impact ionization. (d) Same as Figure 3a but for electron tem-
perature. The neutral temperature, same as shown in Figure 1b, is plotted as dotted line for reference.
(e) Same as Figure 3a but for Pedersen conductivities. (f) Same as Figure 3a but for Hall conductivities.
The vertical axis on the right provides an approximate altitude value of the pressures given on the vertical
axis on the left using the thermospheric conditions from Figure 1.
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Coulomb collisions transferring energy from suprathermal
electrons to thermal, ionospheric electrons become domi-
nant. This process depends on the thermal electron density
and temperature. Most energy of the auroral electrons is lost
through collisions with neutrals (79% for 500 eV electrons
and 89% for 10 keV electrons) with the remaining lost
through collisions with thermal electrons (16% for 500 eV
electrons and 7% for 10 keV electrons) and lost at the top of
the atmosphere as a result of collisional scattering (5% for
500 eV electrons and 4% for 10 keV electrons). In addition,
from the energy deposited in the neutrals, more than 90% is
lost through collisions with H2 and about 50% of the total
energy is used for ionizing H2 and producing H2
+, the major
ion produced through electron impact. The percentages
provided above are for “pure” auroral electron precipitation,
in the absence of solar illumination. As photoelectrons are
less energetic than the auroral electrons considered here,
they deposit slightly less energy through collisions with
neutrals (76%) and more through collisions with the ther-
mal, ionospheric electrons (21%) than auroral electrons do.
This is illustrated in Figures 3a and 3b through the relative
importance of the peak magnitude of the ionization and
thermal electron heating rates. For instance, the peak elec-
tron production rate ratio between the soft electron and the
pure photoelectron cases is larger than the peak electron
heating rate ratio between the same two cases.
6. Ionospheric Response
6.1. Electron and Ion Densities
[27] Figure 3c shows the profiles of the electron density
for the soft electron (solid line) and hard electron (dashed
line) cases at noon (78° SZA). The solar contribution is
included in the auroral profiles. For reference, the electron
density profile produced under solar illumination alone is
shown with the dash‐dotted line.
[28] In all shown electron density profiles the main peak is
located above the homopause level (≈ 1000 km or 10−5 mbar).
For the case of solar illumination alone the principal ion at
the peak is H3
+, while in the cases with electron precipitation
it is H+. As the auroral electrons are assumed to precipitate
at a constant rate at all local times, the H+ density, which
does not show any significant diurnal variation above
1500 km (9 × 10−7 mbar) due to its long chemical lifetime,
drives the main electron density peak. In the absence of
auroral electron precipitation, the ionization source only
occurs during daylight, that is, under solar illumination. At
noon, the main peak is associated with H3
+. After sunrise, H3
+
builds up faster than H+, as the production of H3
+ from H2
+,
the main ion produced through photoionization and impact
ionization due to photoelectrons and their secondaries, is
faster than the production of H+ from H2
+ [e.g., Moore et al.,
2004; Galand et al., 2009]. The presence of soft electrons
increases the main peak electron density by a factor of 16,
while the presence of hard electrons, which deposit most of
their energy lower down (see Figure 3a) increases it by a
factor of 7.5. Near the homopause, H3
+ is the dominant ion
species for all three cases due to the loss of H+ through
charge‐exchange reaction with hydrocarbons, which is twice
as fast as that of H3
+.
[29] Below the homopause, the main loss process of the
H+ and H3
+ ions is charge‐exchange with hydrocarbon neu-
trals. As a result, the secondary peak seen in the electron
density profiles below the homopause, produced by photo-
electrons from soft X‐rays and hard electron precipitation
(see Figure 3a), is associated with hydrocarbon ions. The
presence of hard electron precipitation increases the sec-
ondary electron density peak by a factor 20.
6.2. Electron and Ion Temperatures
[30] Figure 3d shows the electron temperature profiles
produced by soft electrons (solid line) and hard electrons
(dashed line) at noon (78° SZA). The solar contribution is
included in the auroral profiles. For reference, the electron
temperature profile under solar illumination alone is shown
as dash‐dotted line. Energy is transferred from suprathermal
electrons to ionospheric, thermal electrons, which yields an
increase of the electron temperature above the neutral tem-
perature (dotted line) to 610 K at 2500 km (9 × 10−9 mbar)
[Moore et al., 2008]. The presence of soft electrons, which
are efficient to heat at high altitudes above 1250 km (3 ×
10−6 mbar) (see Figure 3b), increases the electron temper-
ature to 940 K at 2500 km. Hard electrons also generate a
large heating rate but at lower altitudes below 1250 km (see
Figure 3b), in a region of large neutral densities, and thus
efficient cooling. As a result, in this region the electron tem-
perature is equal to the neutral temperature (see Figure 3d).
Over the whole altitude range considered, the H3
+ tempera-
ture (not shown) is less than 3% higher than the neutral
temperature for the solar and hard electron cases and less
than 38% higher for the soft electron case.
6.3. Electrical Conductivities and Conductances
[31] The current density is the sum over the various
charged species of their charge density multiplied by their
velocity. To a good approximation, the velocity can be
obtained by balancing the Lorentz force and the frictional
force caused by collisions with neutrals [e.g., Richmond,
1995]. The resultant conductivity expressions are
P ¼
X
i
X
n
Nie
B
en?We
2en? þ W2e
þ inWi
2in þ W2i
 !
ð3Þ
H ¼
X
i
X
n
Nie
B
W2e
2en? þ W2e
 W
2
i
2in þ W2i
 !
; ð4Þ
where sP and sH are Pedersen and Hall conductivities,
respectively, in mho m−1, Ni is the density of the ion species
i (H+, He+, H2
+, H3
+, hydrocarbon ions) in m−3, e is the
magnitude of the electron charge in Coulomb, and B is the
magnitude of the magnetic field in Tesla. Here We and Wi are
the angular gyrofrequencies in s−1 of the electrons and the
ion species i, respectively: W = eB/m, where m is the mass of
the particle (electron or ion) in kilograms. Here nen? repre-
sents the effective collision frequency between the elec-
trons and the neutral species n (H2, H, He, CH4) for motions
perpendicular to B, and nin is the (isotropic) collision fre-
quency between the ion species i and the neutral species n
[Banks and Kockarts, 1973].
[32] The magnetic field is taken from the Saturn Pioneer
Voyager model [Davis and Smith, 1990]. The collision fre-
quencies between ion species and neutral species are from
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Schunk and Nagy [2009]. The atmospheric densities and
temperatures are from the STIM model. The electrical Ped-
ersen and Hall conductances, SP and SH, are obtained by
integrating over height the ionospheric conductivities, sP
and sH, respectively.
6.3.1. Dependence of the Electrical Conductances
on the Auroral Electron Energy
[33] Figures 3e and 3f show the ionospheric Pedersen and
Hall conductivity profiles, respectively, for the soft electron
(solid line) and the hard electron (dashed line) cases at noon
(78° SZA). The solar contribution is included in the auroral
profiles. For reference, the conductivity profiles induced
under solar illumination alone, in the absence of auroral
particle precipitation, are shown with dash‐dotted lines. The
peak of the Pedersen conductivities is located near or above
the homopause where it is driven by thermal ions. Due
to the small ratio between nen and We, electrons contribute
little to the Pedersen conductivity, similar to the terrestrial
case, at and above E layer altitudes [Kelley, 1989; Moore
et al., 2010]. The peak of the Hall conductivities is located
below the homopause where it is driven by thermal elec-
trons. Ion composition influences conductivities, as reported
by Hinson et al. [1998] andMoore et al. [2010]. The presence
of soft electron precipitation modestly increases the Pedersen
conductivity and has no significant contribution to the Hall
conductivity, while hard electron precipitation significantly
contributes to the conductivities, especially near and below
the homopause.
[34] In Figure 4, the ionospheric Pedersen conductance
SP (squares) and Hall conductance SH (circles) are plotted
as a function of the mean energy of the incident electrons.
The energy dependence is different between Pedersen and
Hall conductances, as their conductivities do not peak in the
same altitude region (see Figures 3e and 3f). Auroral elec-
trons with incident mean energy in the 2–3 keV range
deposit their energy near the homopause, where the Ped-
ersen conductivity peaks. As a result, the Pedersen conduc-
tance reaches a maximum in the 2–3 keV incident energy
range. The Hall conductivity peaks well below the homo-
pause. As a consequence, the Hall conductance is increas-
ing over the whole electron mean energy range considered
here spreading from 150 eV to 20 keV. At very low elec-
tron mean energy, the auroral deposition peak altitude is
located at altitudes higher than the solar deposition peak
altitude, in a region less efficient for generating conductiv-
ities. As a result, the Pedersen and Hall conductances con-
verge towards the solar values equal to 0.7 mho and 0.8 mho,
respectively. At 150 eV, the Pedersen conductance is within
30% of the solar value, while the Hall conductance whose
conductivity peaks lower than the Pedersen conductivities,
has already reached the solar value.
6.3.2. Dependence of the Electrical Conductances
on the Auroral Electron Flux
[35] In all the simulations presented so far in this paper,
we have assumed a constant energy flux, Q0, for the incident
auroral electrons. However, the dependence in local time
(LT) of the brightness of the auroral emissions, and hence of
the energy flux of the incident auroral electrons, has been
widely reported [e.g., Cowley et al., 2004a; Grodent et al.,
2005; Lamy et al., 2009]. We have therefore performed an
additional simulation in which the energy flux of the auroral
electrons, Q0, varies with LT, as shown in Figure 5a (solid
line). The relative LT variability of the energy flux is based
on the LT variability of the UV brightness inferred from
the analysis of HST/UV images using 5° longitudinal bins
within [−70°, −80°] latitudinal range where most of the
aurora lies [Lamy et al., 2009]. A smoothing process has
been applied to the profile, but nonetheless the main char-
acteristics have been kept. They include a maximum near
08 LT, a full width at half maximum between 04 LT and
14 LT, and a secondary maximum between 19 LT and
20 LT, which, if confirmed, would indicate a direct gener-
ation of accelerated electrons on the duskside. In order to set
absolute values for the energy flux, the minimum value was
set to zero and the mean value was fixed at the reference
level of 0.2 mW m−2. The baseline case associated with a
constant energy flux equal to the reference level is shown by
the dashed line. The incident electrons are assumed to have
a Maxwellian distribution in energy with a mean energy Em
of 10 keV, similar to the hard electron precipitation case
illustrated in Figure 3 with dashed lines. The ionospheric
and the energy deposition modules of our model, described
in section 2, were coupled at a time step of 1 Saturn minute
(26.6 Earth seconds), instead of the default 10 Saturn minute
time step, in order to capture the LT variation and to infer
more precisely the ionospheric response time.
[36] Figures 5b and 5c show the Pedersen and Hall con-
ductances, respectively, for the LT‐dependent case (solid
line) and the baseline case (dashed line). The conductance
ratios between 12 LT and 00 LT are 1.03 and 1.01 for
Pedersen and Hall, respectively, for the baseline case. The
conductances are nearly proportional to the square root of
the energy flux of the incident auroral electrons, Q0 (dotted
line). This is expected as the conductances are roughly
Figure 4. Pedersen (squares) and Hall (circles) ionospheric
conductances as a function of the mean energy of the inci-
dent auroral electrons, Em, under solar illumination at noon
(SZA of 78°). The distribution of the incident electrons
is assumed to be Maxwellian with an energy flux, Q0, of
0.2 mW m−2. The Pedersen and Hall ionospheric conduc-
tances obtained for solar illumination alone (no auroral par-
ticle precipitation) are shown with horizontal, dotted and
dashed lines, respectively.
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proportional to the main ion density, that is, approximatively
proportional to the electron density. Furthermore, the elec-
tron density is roughly proportional to the square root of the
electron production rate, which is proportional to Q0.
[37] There is however a delay in the ionospheric response
to the change in energy flux. This delay amounts to 23 Saturn
minutes (or 10 Earth min 12 s) for the Pedersen conductance
and to 10 Saturn minutes (or 4 Earth min 26 s) for the Hall
conductance. The difference in reaction time between the
Pedersen and Hall conductances is explained by the differ-
ence in peak altitude of the respective conductivities. Below
2000 km (8 × 10−8 mbar), the ionosphere is in photo-
chemical regime with chemical loss timescales significantly
smaller than the diffusive and horizontal transport time-
scales. For 10 keV auroral electron precipitation, the Ped-
ersen conductivity peaks near 1000 km (10−5 mbar) (see
Figure 3e), corresponding to chemical lifetimes of a few
100s of seconds, while the Hall conductivity peaks near
800 km (8 × 10−5 mbar) (see Figure 3f), corresponding to
chemical lifetimes of a few 10s of seconds.
[38] When the energy flux of the incoming auroral elec-
trons becomes small enough, less than 0.04 mW m−2 in the
present case, the ion and electron densities near the homo-
pause and below decrease significantly, reduced at 23 LT
by a factor of about 10 compared with the values at 21 LT
and 02 LT. As a result, the chemical lifetimes, which are
inversely proportional to the electron density when the
dominating loss reaction is electron recombination, increase
significantly to a few 1000 Earth s. The Pedersen conduc-
tance reaches a minimum near 23 LT of 1.56 mho (solid line
in Figure 5b), larger than the predicted zero value based on
the auroral energy flux (dotted line in Figure 5b). This value
is the result of ionization left over from the recent period of
precipitation. It is significantly larger than the solar‐driven
value which only reaches 0.17 mho at 23 LT. The effect on
the Hall conductance is not as significant as for the Pedersen
case. The Hall conductivity peaks at lower altitude where
the chemical lifetimes, less than 1000 s, remain smaller than
those associated with the Pedersen peak.
7. Discussion
7.1. Dependence of Ionospheric Conductances on the
Mean Energy and Energy Flux of the Auroral Electrons
[39] Soft auroral electrons, associated with a mean energy
Em of 500 eV, deposit their energy at high altitude. As a
result, they are efficient at increasing the ionospheric den-
sities, and hence the total electron content (TEC) calculated
above 1000 km [Moore et al., 2010], and heating the ion-
osphere. However, the electrical, ionospheric conductivities
peak in regions below the deposition altitude of these
auroral electrons. As a result, in the presence of auroral
electrons associated with an energy flux Q0 of 0.2 mW m
−2
or less and with a mean energy Em below 300 eV (Pedersen)
or below 500 eV (Hall) (see Figure 4), the electrical con-
ductances at noon are driven by the Sun.
[40] Hard auroral electrons, associated with a mean energy
Em of 10 keV, deposit their energy below the homopause.
As a result, they do not efficiently heat the ionosphere due to
strong collisional cooling. In addition, the increase of the
ionospheric densities is also not as large as for soft electrons.
The fact that soft electrons are more efficient at increasing
the electron density than hard electrons is due to the dif-
ferent ion compositions in the region of energy deposition.
At high altitudes where soft electrons deposit their energy,
the prime ion species is H+ which is longer lived than H3
+
and hydrocarbon ions dominant at lower altitudes where
hard electrons deposit their energy. In terms of conductances,
auroral electrons, with an energy flux Q0 greater than 0.2 mW
m−2 and a mean energy Em greater than 1 keV (Pedersen)
or 2 keV (Hall), greatly affect electrical, ionospheric con-
Figure 5. (a) Local time dependence of the energy flux of
the incident auroral electrons, Q0, assumed to have a Max-
wellian distribution in energy and a mean energy, Em, of
10 keV (solid line). The LT relative variation is based on
the variation of the UV brightness inferred from the analysis
of HST/UV images within the main oval [Lamy et al.,
2009]. The absolute values of the energy flux are such
that the minimum value is 0, and the mean value is equal to
the reference level of 0.2 mW m−2. The baseline case
associated with a constant energy flux equal to the reference
level is shown as dashed line. (b) Same as Figure 5a but
for the Pedersen ionospheric conductances. The energy flux
of the incident auroral electrons shifted by 23 Saturn min-
utes and normalized to the maximum value of the Pedersen
conductance is also shown with dotted lines. (c) Same
as Figure 5a but for the Hall ionospheric conductances.
The energy flux of the incident auroral electrons shifted by
10 Saturn minutes and normalized to the maximum value of
the Hall conductance is also shown with dotted lines.
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ductances (see Figure 4). As a result, in the presence of hard
electrons, the electrical conductances are driven by the
aurora. In addition, the conductances are found to be pro-
portional to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q0
p
(see Figure 5). However, the response of
the ionosphere to changes in Q0 is not instantaneous. We
found the following LT dependence of the Pedersen and
Hall conductances, assuming precipitating auroral electrons
with Em = 10 keV and Q0 > 0.04 mW m
−2:
SP tð Þ ¼ 11:5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q0 t DtPð Þ
p
mhoð Þ ð5Þ
and
SH tð Þ ¼ 24:7
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q0 t DtHð Þ
p
mhoð Þ ð6Þ
where Q0 is in mW m
−2, DtP = 23 Saturn minutes (or
10 Earth min 12 s) and DtH is 10 Saturn minutes (or 4 Earth
min 26 s). The electrical conductivities peak in regions
where photochemical equilibrium prevails. As a result, the
time delays, DtP and DtH, are sensitive to the chemical
timescales in the region where the conductivity profiles
peak, which varies with Em, especially in the Pedersen case
(see Figure 3e). Timescales are also affected by the presence
and magnitude of the energy sources. For other Em values,
the proportionality coefficients can be derived from Figure 4
valid for Q0 = 0.2 mW m
−2.
[41] Our calculations of the Hall conductance and asso-
ciated time delay DtH below the homopause remain limited
because of the simplified chemical model that we adopted
below the homopause. Although the calculated total electron
density is close to that obtained with a comprehensive
ionospheric model, the main ion species we assume is CH5
+,
instead of C3H5
+ [Moore et al., 2008]. This simplified chem-
istry affects to a much lesser extent the calculations of the
Pedersen conductance with an error of less than 0.06 mho
(0.6 mho) for electron densities less than 103 cm−3 (104 cm−3)
[Moore et al., 2010], as the associated conductivity peaks
near or above the homopause (see Figure 3e). Furthermore,
Moses and Bass [2000], who included the full hydrocarbon
photochemistry in their ionospheric model, pointed out that
the contribution by the hydrocarbons at noon is less than 5%
of the total conductance under solar‐driven conditions.
[42] The incident auroral electrons have been assumed to
have a Maxwellian distribution in energy. For a mean
energy Em of 10 keV and an energy flux Q0 of 0.2 mW m
−2,
the conductances are changed by less than 1% between the
case of a Maxwellian distribution and the one of a Kappa
distribution with a Kappa coefficient of 3 for the incident
electrons. However, the difference increases with lower Em,
as anticipated from Figure A1. For Em = 2 keV, the Kappa‐
to‐Maxwellian conductance ratio reaches 0.8 and 1.7 for
Pedersen and Hall conductivities, respectively. These dif-
ferences are explained by the presence of the high‐energy
tail in the case of the Kappa distribution, which induces a
smaller Pedersen conductivity peak and a larger Hall con-
ductivity peak for a Kappa distribution compared with a
Maxwellian distribution.
7.2. Comparison With Other Modeling Studies
[43] Cowley et al. [2008] derived a value of 4 mho for
the effective Pedersen conductance SP*, defined as SP* =
(1 − k) SP [Cowley et al., 2004b]. The parameter k between
0 and 1 is introduced in order to take account of the possible
slippage of the neutral atmosphere from rigid corotation due
to ion‐neutral frictional drag [Bunce et al., 2003]. It is
defined as [Cowley et al., 2004b]
k ¼ W !n
W !i ð7Þ
where W is the planetary angular velocity, wn is the angular
velocity of the neutral atmosphere, and wi is the angular
velocity of the plasma. We do not need to introduce an
effective conductance in our calculations as the ion‐neutral
drag and associated neutral dynamics are included in the
model and taken into account when calculating the Joule
heating. The value of k has previously not been calculated
for Saturn. Based on simulations with the Jovian Ionosphere
Model (JIM), a value of k ≈ 0.5 calculated for Jupiter by
G. Millward was adopted also for Saturn [Cowley et al.,
2004b]. The STIM model enables us to calculate k, and in
our simulations we find k ≈ 0.5 also for Saturn. We find no
noticeable variation of k from this value for the different
electric field strengths we assumed in this study.
[44] The value of 4 mho for SP* proposed for summer
solstice conditions with an inclination of 14° [Cowley et al.,
2008] thus yields a value for SP of 8 mho. For 10 keV
electrons, this corresponds to a value of 0.48 mW m−2 for
equinox (from relation (5)) and of 0.42 mW m−2 for summer
solstice with an inclination of 23.7° (from section 7.4 and
relation (5)). These values of energy flux are consistent with
values derived from the analysis of UV emissions for quiet
conditions (see section 3).
[45] It should be noted that the values obtained for iono-
spheric conductances at Saturn in the auroral regions are
significantly larger than the values obtained at Earth and
Jupiter. At Earth, Pedersen and Hall conductances are found
to be 4–6 mho and 7–11 mho, respectively, for a char-
acteristics energy of 5 keV (mean energy of 10 keV for
Maxwellian distribution) and an energy flux of 1 mW m−2
[Fuller‐Rowell and Evans, 1987]. These values are about
half those found at Saturn (based on relations (5) and (6)).
The main difference between Earth and Saturn is the alti-
tude range over which conductivities are peaking. The
altitude region, over which values of conductivities are at
least a tenth of the peak value, is about 70 km (Pedersen)
and 50 km (Hall) at Earth and 500 km (Pedersen) and 300–
400 km (Hall) at Saturn. A reduction by a factor of 10 of
the region where conductivities peak yields a reduction by
the same factor of the conductances. Another difference
between Earth and Saturn is the composition of the atmo-
sphere. Conductivities are sensitive to neutral and ion com-
position [e.g., Hinson et al., 1998; Moore et al., 2010]. At
Jupiter, for 10 keV electrons with an energy flux of 1 mWm−2
the Pedersen and Hall conductivities peak at values smaller
than 10−6 mho m−1 and 10−8 mho m−1, respectively [Millward
et al., 2002] (to be compared with the Saturn case illustrated
with dashed lines in Figures 3e and 3f valid for an energy
flux of 0.2 mW m−2). This yields values for the Pedersen
and Hall conductances of 0.1–0.2 mho and 2 × 10−3 mho,
respectively, significantly smaller than those found at Saturn
(11.5 mho and 24.7 mho for Pedersen and Hall conductances,
respectively, for an energy flux of 1 mW m−2 and a mean
energy of 10 keV (based on relations (5) and (6)). Atmospheric
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composition and integration region for the conductivities are
similar at Jupiter and Saturn. The major difference between
these two planets is the magnetic field strength. Jupiter’s
magnetic field, the strongest planetary field encountered in
the Solar System, is 20 (14) times as strong as Saturn’s
(Earth’s). The conductances are dependent on the magnetic
field strength through the angular gyrofrequency. If the
magnetic field of Saturn is multiplied by a factor 20, the
conductances are found to decrease by a factor 150 to 200.
While a more systematic study should be carried out, this
preliminary comparison between Jupiter, Saturn, and Earth
highlights the major differences between the three planets.
This is anticipated to have implications on the magneto-
sphere‐ionosphere coupling, in particular on the energy of
electrons accelerated along magnetic field lines.
7.3. Comparison With Observations
[46] A full comparison of STIM modeling outputs and
Cassini/RSS measurements has been presented by Moore
et al. [2010]. It covers the full latitude range and discusses
the sensitivity of input parameters, such as the reaction rate
k1* between H2 (n ≤ 4) and H+, composition, season, and
solar activity. Several radio occultation observations, which
provide electron density profiles, occurred within the vari-
able auroral boundaries of the main oval between 70° and
85° [Badman et al., 2006]: one by Voyager 1/Radio Science
Subsystem (RSS) [Lindal et al., 1985] and three by Cassini/
RSS [Kliore et al., 2009]. The Voyager 1 profile (73°S) and
the Cassini 056x profile (71.8°S) exhibit two peaks between
1200 km and 2000 km with magnitude between 104 and 2 ×
104 cm−3. These peaks are close to, though weaker than,
those predicted by our model for soft electron precipitation
(see Figure 3c). The weakness of the observed values may
be explained by the rather equatorward latitude of the
observations and by the late local time of the observations,
which is mostly associated with weak auroral brightnesses
[e.g., Cowley et al., 2004a; Grodent et al., 2005; Lamy et al.,
2009].
[47] The electron density profiles derived from the two
other Cassini occultations, 044n (75.4°N) and 058x (74.1°S),
only extend down to 1500 km [Moore et al., 2010]. Over
this range, they exhibit peaks between 1700–2000 km of
magnitude between 3–4 × 104 cm−3 [Kliore et al., 2009]. Such
high‐altitude peaks attest to the presence of soft auroral elec-
trons. HST observations of Saturn southern aurora occurred
12 hours prior to and 14 hours after the 058x occultation and
reveal that the auroral dusk region sampled by 058x was
particularly quiet [Moore et al., 2010]. No auroral image
associated with 044n is available. As for upcoming cam-
paigns by Cassini, unfortunately no radio occultation at a
latitude above 70° is planned before the end of the Cassini
mission (A. Kliore, personal communication, 2010).
[48] Another type of observations relevant for comparison
with the modeling is the measurement of H3
+ vibrational
emissions in the infrared. Melin et al. [2007] analyzed obser-
vations of the high‐latitude regions of Saturn acquired with
the facility spectrometer, CGS4, on the United Kingdom
Infrared Telescope (UKIRT), Mauna Kea, Hawaii. Observed
emission lines from the R branch of the H3
+ fundamental n2
manifold were used to derive effective H3
+ column tem-
peratures TF and column densities NF. In order to compare
the STIM simulations with these observations, we have used
the H3
+ column emission model developed by Miller et al.
[2010]. Such a model computes the effective H3
+ column
temperature and density from the ratio of two given emis-
sion lines. The inputs include the molecular hydrogen den-
sity, the thermospheric temperature, and the H3
+ density,
all outputs of the STIM model. The modeled values for TF
and NF derived from the ratio between n2 R(1, 0
−) line at
3.669 mm and the R(3, 3−) line at 3.534 mm are presented for
different mean energies of incident electrons in Table 1. The
last line of the table provides the H3
+ column densities NM
obtained by integrating the STIM H3
+ profile over the full
altitude range. The STIM effective column densities NF are
always lower than the STIM NM, as a result of the quasi‐
local thermodynamic equilibrium populations of the vibra-
tionally excited levels. NF corresponds to an apparent column
density, while NM provides a better estimate of the “true”
column density. Result of the analysis of the 1999 and 2004
observation campaigns are given in the last two columns of
Table 1. For each observational campaign, two sets of column
densities are given, one associated with TF equal to 380 K and
the other, with TF equal to 450 K. This highlights the sensi-
tivity of the derived column density with the uncertainty in
TF. Values are significantly larger for the 2004 campaign
which is associated with very strong auroral activity. There-
Table 1. Comparison of Calculated and Observed Effective H3
+ Column Temperature TF and Density NF
a
STIM Modeling (Sun + Aurora) UKIRT Observationsb
Sun Only Em = 150 eV Em = 500 eV Em = 2 keV Em = 10 keV 1999 2004
TF (K) 500 506 502 485 484 380 ± 70 420 ± 70
450c
NF (10
12 cm−2) 0.23 0.72 0.69 0.46 0.34 1.9 ± 0.2d (TF = 380 K) 7.3 ± 0.7
d (TF = 420 K)
0.31c 0.5 (TF = 450 K) 2.5 (TF = 490 K)
NM (10
12 cm−2) 0.36 1.71 1.10 0.68 0.53 ‐ ‐
0.65d
aThe calculated values (columns 2–6) are derived from the ratio between the n2 R(1,0
−) line (3.669 mm) and the n2 R(3,3
−) line (3.534 mm) and are valid
under solar illumination for 78°S at noon, assuming equinox and solar minimum conditions. The incident electrons have a Maxwellian distribution with a
given mean energy Em and an energy flux Q0 of 0.2 mW m
−2. The H3
+ column densities NM are obtained by integrating the STIM‐calculated H3
+ number
density over the whole altitude range. The effective H3
+ temperatures and column densities derived by fitting n2 R branch emission lines of H3+ observed
with UKIRT are given in the last two columns [Melin et al., 2007].
bAssuming quasi‐local thermodynamic equilibrium [Miller et al., 1990].
cUsing thermospheric density profiles associated with an exospheric temperature Texo of 485 K.
dGiven with a 3s error.
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fore, as the STIM simulations were performed for quiet,
auroral conditions, they should be compared with the 1999
campaign.
[49] The H3
+ column temperatures TF and column densi-
ties NF modeled and those observed in 1999 are of the same
order of magnitude. The STIM TF values are slightly larger
than the observed ones. The exospheric temperature used for
the calculations is 510 K (and an energy flux of 0.2 mW
m−2). For a thermospheric temperature reduced to 485 K,
the inferred TF for 2 keV electrons is found to be 450 K,
upper limit of the values inferred from observations. The
STIM column densities NF agree well with the values
derived from observations when the larger value of TF is
used for inferring NF. Using an exospheric temperature of
485 K, the column density NF derived for 2 keV electrons
is reduced to 0.31 × 1012 cm−2. This seems to indicate that
the energy flux of the incoming electrons was more intense
than the 0.2 mW m−2 value considered here. If the energy
flux is increased from 0.2 to 2 mW m−2 (10 mW m−2), the
H3
+ column temperature decreases by 3% (4.7%) and the
H3
+ column density NF increases by a factor 1.4 (1.9) to
0.43 × 1012 cm−2 (0.59 × 1012 cm−2). The NM column den-
sities increase from 0.53 × 1012 cm−2 for Q0 = 0.2 mW m
−2
to 0.96 × 1012 cm−2 (1.63 × 1012 cm−2) for Q0 = 2 mW m
−2
(10 mW m−2). The increase in NF is modest compare with
the increase in Q0 because increasing Q0 yields an increase
in electron density and in general H+/H3
+ ratio is proportional
to the electron density [e.g., Moore et al., 2004]. Based on
these simulations, the H3
+ column temperatures and densities
derived from the 1999 campaign are consistent with an
exospheric temperature at 485 K or colder and precipitating
electrons with a mean energy smaller than a few keV.
[50] In the future, we envisage to carry out similar com-
parisons using the Cassini/VIMS H3
+ auroral data set
[Stallard et al., 2008c] and to perform dedicated runs for the
specific events analyzed.
7.4. Sensitivity of the Ionospheric Conductances
With Solar and Seasonal Conditions
[51] Under solar illumination, in the absence of hard
electron precipitation, Pedersen and Hall ionospheric con-
ductances vary with solar activity and with season. At noon
in the absence of particle precipitation, the solar maximum
to solar minimum conductance ratio is found to be 1.6 for
Pedersen and 1.9 for Hall. The larger increase with solar
activity of Hall conductance compared with Pedersen con-
ductance is explained by the larger increase in solar soft
X‐rays, depositing their energy at low altitudes where Hall
conductivity peaks, compared with solar EUV photons, depos-
iting their energy mostly at higher altitudes. In addition, at
a latitude of 78° at noon, the SZA increases from 78° at
equinox to 51° at summer solstice. At solar minimum con-
ditions and in the absence of particle precipitation, the sum-
mer solstice to equinox conductance ratio at 78°S is found
to be 2.6. Despite this significant variation with season,
conductances remain proportional to the energy flux Q0 in
the presence of hard electron precipitation. The conduc-
tance ratio at summer solstice between noon and midnight
under 10 keV electron precipitation with Q0 = 0.2 mW m
−2
is less than 1.05. The solar contribution however influ-
ences the absolute magnitude of the conductances with
the proportionality factor in relations (5) and (6) increased
to 12.4 (Pedersen) and 24.4 (Hall), respectively, at summer
solstice.
[52] An intrinsic asymmetry is present between the north-
ern hemisphere (NH) and the southern hemisphere (SH) due
to the magnetic field strength and dip angle whose values
at a given latitude depends on the hemisphere considered.
We find that the conductances are reduced in the NH
compared with the SH. At equinox, SH to NH conductance
ratios of 1.2 and 1.3 are found for Pedersen and Hall con-
ductivities, respectively, assuming the same, default auroral
conditions (Em = 10 keV, Q0 = 0.2 mW m
−2, electric field as
defined in section 4). However, the ionospheric state affects
the magnetospheric forcing. Different values in ionospheric
conductances between the two hemispheres due to the mag-
netic field asymmetry may yield different values for the
precipitating electron characteristics (Em and Q0) and for the
electric field. This asymmetry may be reinforced at south-
ern, summer solstice, especially if the precipitating particles
are soft.
7.5. Sensitivity of the Ionospheric Conductances
With Chemical and Thermospheric Conditions
[53] There are uncertainties in the effective reaction rate,
k1*, associated with charge exchange between H
+ and vibra-
tionally excited H2 (see relation (2)).While the actual reaction
rate k1 is now well established [e.g., Huestis, 2008], the
fraction of vibrationally excited H2 remains uncertain. We
have taken the latter to be twice that proposed by Moses and
Bass [2000]. Moore et al. [2010] showed that at low and
middle latitudes, the best fit of the modeled total electron
content (TEC) with those derived from RSS radio occulta-
tions is reached for an effective reaction rate equal to 0.125 k1*
(or a fraction of H2 (n ≥ 4) equal to 0.25 that of Moses and
Bass [2000]). In these regions, the dominant source for H2
(n ≥ 4) is primarily fluorescence [Majeed et al., 1991]. The
reason for choosing k1* (and not the reduced value) in the
auroral regions is justified by the larger source of H2 (n ≥ 4)
occurring in these regions as a result of energetic electron
precipitation through direct vibrational excitation by electron
impact [Allan, 1985], cascading associated with Lyman and
Werner band excitation by electron impact, and dissociative
recombination of H3
+, as shown at Jupiter [Cravens, 1987].
Though loss of H2 (n ≥ 4) is increased through vibration
translation collisions with H which builds up in the auroral
region, the net effect is an increase in H2 (n ≥ 4) density
[Cravens, 1987]. It is nevertheless useful to assess the sen-
sitivity of the ionospheric conductances to this parameter.
[54] Under solar illumination alone, Pedersen and Hall
conductances at 12 LT change by 2% and less than 0.1%,
respectively, when k1* is multiplied by 0.25. At high latitude,
in the absence of aurora, the electron density is modest (see
Figure 3c). As the H+ to H3
+ density ratio is proportional to
the total electron density [e.g., Moore et al., 2004], the
electron density there does not strongly depend on k1*. When
hard electron precipitation occurs, the change in electron
density with k1* also remains modest as the energy deposi-
tion occurs at low altitudes where H+ is not the major ion.
For incident electrons with a mean energy of 10 keV, the
Pedersen and Hall conductances change by a factor of 5 %
and 0.1 %, respectively, when k1* is multiplied by 0.25. The
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effect increases with decreasing mean energy. For incident
electrons with a mean energy of 2 keV, the Pedersen and
Hall conductances change by a factor of 10 % and 0.6 %,
respectively, when k1* is multiplied by 0.25.
[55] We find that the ionospheric conductances are not
very sensitive to the atomic hydrogen or helium mixing
ratio. At noon under pure solar illumination, Pedersen and
Hall conductances vary by less than 2% for an increase of a
factor 10 in the atomic hydrogen and by less than 9% and
3%, respectively, for an increase of a factor of 5 in the
helium density.
[56] As on Earth, we find thermospheric dynamics at
Saturn to influence the electron densities and, to a certain
extent, the conductances. The ion drift, which is included in
the continuity equations solved along the local vertical, has
three components: the meridional (un,m) and the vertical
(un,v), thermospheric winds and the plasma diffusion
[Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969; Moore et al., 2004]. The
thermospheric winds are extracted from the 3‐D STIM
model at each local time considered. In the presence of an
equatorward electric convection field, as assumed in our
simulations, ions are accelerated westward in the E × B
direction, which via ion‐neutral collisions introduces an
additional westward acceleration to the thermospheric neu-
trals as well. Joule heating, driven by Pedersen currents,
locally heats thermospheric gases and drives meridional
acceleration. Divergence of meridional and zonal winds
yields vertical wind velocities of typically several m s−1, but
reaching values up to tens of m s−1 within the auroral oval.
When projected along the magnetic field line, the contri-
bution of the meridional wind un,m is minor due to the large
dip angle at high latitudes, here 78°. The main contributors
to the ion drift are found to be the thermospheric vertical
winds and plasma diffusion, which affect the vertical dis-
tribution of plasma, as illustrated in Figure 6. However,
as the conductivities peak at high pressures (see Figure 3),
the effect of dynamics on the conductances is moderate, at
least for the solar case in the absence of electron precipi-
tation. For the pure solar case the Pedersen and Hall
conductances at 12 LT are changed by less than 15% and
1%, respectively, if the ion drift (or one of its component) is
ignored (compared with the case for which the ion drift is
considered in the simulation).
[57] There currently are no constraints on some physical
quantities affecting the calculation of the ionospheric con-
ductances, such as the vertical, thermospheric winds, or large
uncertainties on them, such as the effective reaction rate k1*.
The baseline value of the conductances, especially Pedersen
conductance, may therefore vary. Nevertheless the sensi-
tivity study proposed in section 7 should give insight when
these parameters are changed. The general trends highlighted
in this paper remain valid.
Appendix A: Validation of Auroral Electron
Deposition at a Giant Planet
[58] In order to validate our auroral electron transport
calculations in a giant planet atmosphere, we first compare
our modeling output with other findings presented in the
literature. We assume a pure H2 atmosphere. The H2 column
density we derived between the top of the atmosphere and
the altitude of the energy deposition peak is plotted as a
function of the mean energy of the incident electrons in
Figure A1. Under the pure H2 assumption, Figure A1 is
valid for any giant planet. The larger the incident electron
energy, the lower the altitude of deposition, and therefore
the higher the associated H2 column density. The incident
electrons are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution in
energy. For comparison, the results obtained by Gustin et al.
Figure 6. Electron density from STIM calculations at 78°S
latitude, at noon (SZA of 78°), at equinox, during solar min-
imum conditions, under solar illumination in the absence of
electron precipitation, with both thermospheric wind un and
plasma diffusion drift ui,d considered for deriving the ion
drift (thick, solid line), with the meridional, thermospheric
wind un,m turned off (dashed line), with the vertical, thermo-
spheric wind un,v turned off (dash‐dotted line), with the total
thermospheric wind turned off (dotted line), and with the
total ion drift (un and ui,d) turned off (thin, solid line).
Figure A1. Column density of H2 between the altitude of
maximum energy deposition and the top of the atmosphere
as a function of the mean energy of the incident auroral elec-
trons, assuming a Gaussian distribution (solid line), a Max-
wellian distribution (dashed line), and a Kappa distribution
with a Kappa parameter of 3 (dash‐dotted line). The atmo-
sphere is assumed to be only composed of H2. The results
from Gustin et al. [2009, Table 1] are shown with crosses
and are associated with a monoenergetic distribution in
energy.
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[2009], who assumed a monoenergetic distribution in energy
in a pure H2 atmosphere, are shown with crosses. There is a
good agreement, within 20%, between the H2 column den-
sity values we computed (solid line) and those obtained by
Gustin et al. [2009]. The only exception is for the case
above 20 keV for which the discrepancy reaches 60%. It is
not clear what the reason is, as the electron impact cross
sections for H2 do not show any dramatic change in this
energy range and therefore, there is no apparent reason for a
sharp change as seen in the work by Gustin et al. [2009]
results.
[59] Furthermore, we confirm the finding of Gustin et al.
[2009] that over the 10–20 keV range, the difference in
terms of H2 column density at the altitude of maximum
energy deposition between the Gaussian (or monoenergetic)
distribution (solid line) and the Maxwellian distribution
(dashed line) is small, within 25 to 30%. This remains valid
also when a Kappa distribution (dash‐dotted line) is con-
sidered which provides H2 column density within 10% of
the values for a Maxwellian distribution. However, at lower
energies, the H2 column density becomes more sensitive to
the energy distribution of the incident electrons. The H2
column density value obtained for a Maxwellian distribution
is a factor of 3.6 and 2.3 greater than the one derived for a
Gaussian distribution for a mean energy of 3 keV and 5 keV,
respectively. As more energetic electrons need to encounter
a larger column density before depositing their energy, the
H2 column density value at maximum deposition is larger
for a broad Maxwellian distribution compared with a narrow
Gaussian distribution. The difference in H2 column density
at low energies is even larger when a Kappa distribution is
assumed for the incident electrons. The high‐energy power
law tail of the Kappa distribution associated here with a
Kappa parameter of 3 induces a value for the H2 column
density at 3 keV a factor of 2.6 and 9.1 times larger than the
values obtained with the Maxwellian distribution and a
Gaussian distribution, respectively. The choice of energy
distribution for the incident electron has therefore a signif-
icant impact on the altitude of deposition for low‐energy
electrons (<5 keV) and thus on the energy of the incident
electrons derived from auroral emission analysis.
[60] Figure A2 shows a comparison between the electron
production rate we calculated (solid line) and that derived
by Grodent et al. [2001] (dashed line). The incident elec-
trons are assumed to have a triple Maxwellian distribution in
energy as defined by Grodent et al. [2001]. The thermo-
spheric model we used as input is the same as the one given
by Grodent et al. [2001]. The altitude profile of the electron
production rate we compute agrees very well with that pro-
duced by Grodent et al. [2001], which provides a validation
of our auroral electron energy deposition model.
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